INSTRUCTION OF INSTALLATION STRAPS WITH PROTECTIVE PAD
(Applied in cases: Pico, Quart, Elipe, Neva, Matero, Andaz)
Strap with protective pad consists of a belt and a pad.
Elements of the belt:
- carbiner fixed (metal
component, which is sewn
to the belt)

- carbiner moving (the metal part
is not sewn to the belt)

- belt

- plastic regulator (element sewn) used
to adjust the length of strap

Protective pad:
-

smooth, non-slip surface has the protective
function
the back side there are 3 fixing elements (ie. loops)

Adjusting the length of straps followed by a plastic regulator through its sliding on the belt. Sliding plastic
regulator toward the carbiner fixed - shorten its length. Sliding plastic regulator in the direction of the
moving carbiner - can extend its length.

There are two ways of mounting these elements so as to provide a practical shoulder straps for carrying
on the back.
The first way - if you want to get the maximum length of the strap.
1. By sliding the plastic regulator
extend the length of the belt.

2. Carbiner fixed put it through the
loops contained on protector (plastic
regulator does not pass through any
belt loop).

3. Clip the straps in the case - carabiner fixed to
the upper brackets designed for straps.

4. Clip straps with carabiner moving to the lower
brackets designed for straps.

The second method - if you want to shorten the length of the strap.

1. By sliding the plastic regulator
shorten the length of the belt.

2. Carbine moving postpone through the
loops contained on protector (plastic
regulator does not pass through any
belt loop).

3. Clip straps to the case as in the way first
- points 3 and 4.

A single belt with pad can be used to carry the case on his shoulder. To
do this, connect the belt with the pad in the first way, then attach it to
a handle designed to be worn on the shoulder.

If you have any doubt, do not hesitate to contact us. We will gladly
answer all your questions.

